This work has as purpose to compare the effects of a CAD scheme applied to digitized and direct digital mamograms sets. A routine designed to be applied to mammogram in DICOM standard was developed and a schema based on the Watershed Transform to masses detection was applied to 252 ROIs from 130 digitized mammograms, resulting in 92% of true positive and 10% of false positives. For clustered microcalcifications detection, another procedure was applied to 165 ROIs from 120 mammograms, resulting in 93% of true positive and 16% of false positive. By using the same procedures to 154 digital mammograms obtained from FFDM, the rates have shown a little decrease in the scheme performance: 89% of true positive and 16% of false positive for masses detection; 90% of true positive and 27% of false positive for clusters detection. Although the tests with digital mammograms have been carried with a smaller number of images and different cases compared to the digitized ones, including several dense breasts images, the results can be considered comparable, mainly for clustered microcalcifications detection with a difference of only 3% between the sensibility rates for the both images sets. Another important feature affecting these results is the contrast difference between the two images set. This implies the need of extensive investigations not only with a larger number of cases from FFDM but also on the parameters related to its image acquisition as well as to its corresponding processing. 
INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer has been one of the most feared diseases among women all over the world and it has been considered one of the most important causes of women mortality rates in many countries. Mammography is still considered the most efficient examination aimed to breast cancer detection mainly in early stages, when the cure possibilities are high. However, microcalcifications -signal of particular interest for such early detection -are commonly a challenge in radiologists interpretation in this exam.
Aimed to aid in this hard task of evaluating structures of interest in mammography images viewing, several works have been developed in the field of Computer-Aided Detection (CAD), with purposes of aiding in detection of mammographic details, providing something like a "second opinion" to the radiologist [1] . Among the used techniques, a particular interest is given to those intended to detect and/or characterize microcalcifications [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , suspicious masses [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] besides to pre-processing techniques aiming to enhance the mammographic images contrast in order to better detect such structure [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] .
In the last years, some works [3] , [6] , [16] , [20] , [22] , [25] , [27] intended to detect and classify masses and microcalcifications, together with pre-processing techniques [32] , [33] , [35] have been developed by our group, all of them applied to images obtained from mammographic film digitization. The recent introduction of the digital mammography systems -computed radiography (CR) technology or full-field digital mammography (FFDM) equipment -the attention has been changed to that called "direct digital" image, stored according the DICOM standard. Such type of digital image is obtained by conversion of X-rays intensity distribution to electronic signal (directly or by an indirect procedure which is intermediate by a conversion of X-rays in visible light -FFDM systems -or in charges scanned by a laser beam -most of CR systems) which is then converted to the digital format by a proper analog-digital converter (ADC) [37] . This procedure is quite different of the film digitization process, where firstly the X-rays intensity distribution is converted in optical density distribution on the film which is then scanned by a white light or laser source in order to transform the film darkness variations in gray scale variations in the digital image.
Due to these differences in digital image acquisition by the two processes, there could also be differences in the sensibility of the previous developed techniques when applied to images obtained by the direct digital procedure or by the indirect film digitization, as in the most of CAD schemes applications. Therefore, the aim of this work is performing tests with the previous implemented techniques designed to detect masses or microcalcifications in re-gions of interest (ROIs) selected from mammographic images in order to verify results ob-tained for direct digital and digitized mammograms and corresponding effects.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Digital mammograms used in the tests were obtained from a GE Senographe 2000D equipment (FFDM type), without HTC grid, while mammograms from analog systems were digitized in a Lumiscan 75 digitizer (Lumisys, Inc., now Eastman Kodak), with 12 bits and 0.075mm of contrast and spatial resolutions, respectively. This work was divided in three stages: extraction of the image from the DICOM file (when applied), application of a scheme for microcalcifications detection and application of another procedure for nodules detection.
A. DICOM file image extraction
For processing the direct digital images, a procedure should be firstly developed in or-der to extract only the image from the DICOM file, saving it then only as an image file in TIFF format to be segmented by the proper techniques. Although many types of information are stored in a DICOM file [38] , for this specific stage, only those related to the image information were of our interest. The free software ezDICOM was then used for viewing the DICOM files. Its code was customized with purpose of not only opening the file but also extracting the image file and saving it in TIFF format.
B. Clustered microcalcifications detection
The detection of clustered microcalcifications was possible by using a previous developed technique, named Hybrid [3] . This technique was implemented basically from a junction of three other techniques previously described in literature by Nishikawa et al. [39] , Wallet et al. [40] and Nappi et al. [41] .
Nishikawa's technique [39]
This method uses two filters (match filter) for suppressing the image background while increasing the microcalcifications intensity. Two matrixes were used in the implementation, a 3x3 pixels matrix, and another of 11x11 pixels. Both are applied to all image pixels so that the first multiplies the actual pixel by 0.75 and its connected-by-8 neighborhood by 1.0; the values are summed and then divided by 9; then, the result is stored in the memory, while in the other matrix the pixels are multiplied by a factor of 0.125, and summed. After this, a subtraction between both matrixes is performed. As consequence, the effect of background suppression is obtained and the microcalcifications are enhanced. Such a result is stored in a two-dimensional matrix.
A global threshold is used in this method: in the dynamic matrix with the result from the match filter all the pixels are verified and 98% of those with smallest intensity are eliminated. A morphological erosion is also used in order to verify all the dynamic matrix pixels and it eliminates signals which do not have at least 4 adjacent pixels in the connected-by-8 neighborhood of the pixel under study. In order to detect the microcalcifications, this method uses also a local threshold. A calculation based on the average of intensity and on the standard deviation (SD), calculated in a region centered in each pixel of a 25x25 pixels image, was implemented. Pixels with intensity value larger than the SD value are stored in a final result matrix, which has the same size of the original image; those with intensity value smaller than that are eliminated.
The Figure 1 represents a diagram corresponding to the Nishikawa's method for microcalcifications detection [39] . 
Wallet's technique [40]
This method is based on the application of the high-boost filter, according to the following steps: firstly a matrix was created in the computer memory, with the same size of the matrix containing the original image; in such a matrix the value calculated for each pixel in the original image multiplied by 1.2 (the signal amplification value, obtained empirically by Wallet et al. [40] ) is stored. After this multiplication, the difference between this value and the actual pixel low pass filter is calculated. This is performed by calculating, in the image matrix, the average of the connected-by-8 neighborhood of the pixel under processing. At the end, this value is addressed to the pixel from the matrix created for its storage.
The signal threshold was obtained by calculating the average of microcalcifications intensity, and this value was subtracted from the average of intensity of pixels neighbor to the microcalcifications. Then, the standard deviation of the neighborhood of the pixel under study is calculated and this value is divided by the previous calculation above.
The Figure 2 presents a diagram with a scheme corresponding to the method for microcalcifications detection proposed by Wallet et al. [40] . 
Nappi's technique [41]
The method proposed by Nappi et al. [41] is characterized by removing the image background, which is provided by calculating the median filter, centered in each pixel of the dynamic matrix, and subtracting it from its respective pixel in the original image. Thus the image background is removed from the matrix and the pixels with intensity larger than their median remain in the final matrix.
The procedure for microcalcifications segmentation uses a local average centered in each pixel resulting from the previous process. The intensity of each pixel is calculated as well as the SD value. The pixels in the matrix with values smaller than that above are eliminated, remaining only the signals corresponding to microcalcifications. Figure 3 illustrates the diagram corresponding to this method [41] . 
Hybrid Technique
Based thus on the techniques summarized above, a Hybrid technique was implemented [3] , joining them in a unique procedure (Figure 4) . The main reason for this join was that, for many mammography images and ROIs, some of them missed microcalcifications which were however detected by other and vice-versa. Therefore, this new procedure has intended to link the results from each one so that one method complemented the others. 
C. Masses detection
Another previously segmentation technique developed in our group [22] was used aiming the suspicious masses detection in breast digitized images. Originally designed for dense breasts cases, where ROIs main characteristic is high density and hence poor contrast, a pre-processing technique was needed to be also implemented in order to improve the image contrast. A histogram equalization was used in this sense. After that, the segmentation was applied with basis on the Watershed Transformation [42] , [43] . This transformation investigates the image histogram gray levels based on the principle that structures of interest correspond to a same frequency of such levels, being gradient and borders correspondent to high frequencies.
A post-processing step was needed in order to correct residual flaws. In such a step, the labeling technique -which addresses a unique tonality to the pixels of a same connected 
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Hybrid technique [3] Results Junction region -was applied. After that, the resulting image is aligned to the original one in gray scale with purpose of comparing the both images, enhancing the breast nodule. This complete scheme diagram is shown in Figure 5 . 
RESULTS
Initially tests were performed with images obtained from exposures in an analog and in a digital mammography equipment in order to check the changes needed in the segmentation schemes configurations. For adequate discrimination, we have determined the following convention: digitized mammogram will correspond to the mammographic digital image obtained after film digitization by a scanner, while direct digital mammogram will correspond to the image obtained from an analog-to-digital conversion of a signal formed by the X-rays photons interaction with an electronic sensor plate, as those existent in FFDM systems.
Results obtained from tests with the masses and microcalcifications detection schemes are presented by ROC curves methodology [44] , [45] , by the percentages of accuracy and by a statistical analysis in terms of sensibility and specificity -quantifying the true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN) rates. From ROC curves, the schemes efficacy can be evaluated by the area under the curve (Az). High false negative rates indicate that the scheme is unable of detecting adequately many existent signals, that is, patients with lesions are missed. Also high false positive rates indicate that many cases reported as suspicious are indeed normal, which can lead many patients to unnecessary complementary exams.
Tests with digitized mammograms
A set of 130 digitized mammograms was used for testing the scheme intended to detect breast suspect masses and 120 were applied in evaluating the scheme for clustered microcalcifications detection. All mammograms were obtained from the archives of a public hospital (Hospital of Clinics in Botucatu/SP, of Medicine School, Paulista State University) -from Mammographic equipment Ge Senographe 600t Senix HF -and they were digitized by a Lumiscan laser digitizer (Lumisys, Inc.), with 12 bits and 0.075mm of contrast and spatial resolution, respectively.
From the images set, 252 ROIs were selected in order to evaluate the masses detection (98 normal and 154 with masses, according to the radiologists reports). After processing all those ROIs by the previously described Watershed transform-based technique, the results have pointed about 92% of TP and 10% of FP, considering a threshold of 3100 (corresponding to the value at the gray scale) set in the segmentation scheme. Table 1 details the results, which yielded a ROC curve, illustrated in Figure 6 , with Az = 0.910. Table 1 ).
For testing the microcalcifications detection scheme, a total of 165 ROIs were selected from the images set, being 63 normal and 102 with microcalcifications, according to the radiologists reports. After the processing, the results indicated 16% of false positive rate when using SD of 2.5 in the Nishikawa's technique [39] and 3.5 in the Wallet's one [40] in the Hybrid segmentation scheme [3] , with about 93% of accuracy, as shown in Table 2 .
Those SD values correspond to the choice yielding the best results. For this test, the corresponding ROC curve Az was 0.885, and it is illustrated in Figure 7 .
Table 2 -Results from the microcalcifications detection scheme (165 ROIs from digitized mammograms). Standard deviation TP (%) FN (%) TN (%) FP (%)
Figure 7: ROC curve corresponding to the tests performed with digitized mammograms for microcalcifications detection (data on Table 2 ).
Tests with direct digital mammograms
A set of 154 direct digital mammograms was also used for testing the schemes. They were obtained from exams performed with a GE FFDM system, model Senographe 2000D, installed at a private radiological clinic at S.Paulo/SP. For the tests with the masses detection scheme, 110 ROIs were processed -74 normal and 36 with masses according to the radiologists reports. The results have indicated 89% and 16% of true positive and false positive rates, respectively, using the same value of 3100 as the segmentation scheme threshold, as shown by Table 3 . The area under the ROC curve for this case was 0.865 ( Figure 8 ). Table 3 ).
For testing the microcalcifications detection scheme, in the other hand, a total of 126 ROIs were selected from the images set, being 97 normal and 29 with microcalcifications, according to the radiologists reports. For such a test, the scheme has yielded the smallest false positive rate when using a SD of 3.5 for Nishikawa's technique [39] and 4.5 for the Wallet's one [40] in the Hybrid segmentation scheme [3] . The registered accuracy for this case was about 90%, according to data in Table 4 , with a ROC curve Az of 0.815 ( Figure  9 ). Table 4 ).
DISCUSSIONS
According to the results presented on Tables 1 and 3 , the difference in the accuracy rates for masses detection was 3% when compared the scheme performance for the both images sets: 92% with ROIs from the digitized mammograms, and 89% with ROIs from the direct digital mammograms. The false positive rate however has registered a larger variation, being 37.5% smaller for the digitized mammograms set than for the direct digital one (10% against 16%). This has implied a better Az in ROC curve analysis regarding the first images set, although only 5% larger (0.910 x 0.865).
The threshold value (3100) used for ROIs as from digitized mammograms as from the direct digital mammograms was that yielding the best results for masses segmentation regarding both images sets.
Relatively to microcalcifications detection, the results presented on Tables 2 and 4 have shown similar difference in the accuracy rates as for the masses segmentation -93% with ROIs from digitized mammograms and 90% with ROIs from the direct digital mammograms, both rates being significantly high. Nevertheless, again here the false positive rates comparison has registered a significant difference, and larger than for the masses segmentation: almost 41%, with high FP rates (16% for the digitized images set and 27% for the direct digital one). Also a larger difference in Az values was registered (about 8% higher for the tests with the digitized images set).
We should stress that those differences above were the smallest found in the tests, considering the possible variations for the SD value in the techniques implemented in the microcalcifications detection scheme. In searching for the more adequate SD values in the respective techniques, many tests were performed mainly for the direct digital images, in order to yield the results as closely as possible of those obtained with digitized mammograms. Obviously, the best cost-benefit ratio was taken into account in this evaluation, since as the SD values have been changed to reduce the FP, the sensibility has also been reduced.
CONCLUSIONS
Although tests with direct digital mammograms have been performed with a smaller number of images -including a considerable number of dense breast cases -the results showed a good efficacy for the schemes performance, since the sensibility rates were high for both segmentation procedures and for both images sets, with an average difference about 3% in this last comparison.
An important feature justifying these differences in the detection rates between the two images sets (digitized and direct digital) can be the difference of contrast between them, in addition to the parameters used during the image acquisition (kVp, mAs) -operational mode -which have influence on the segmentation process. Another feature is that this new technology (FFDM systems) should be investigated more extensively besides an adequate and accurate calibration. For comparison, the digitizer used in this research was studied in details in order to be used in its maximum quality pattern [46] ; However, the calibration and validation procedures for the technologies corresponding the FFDM system is not well defined yet, since it is recent.
